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The problem of Explainable Artificial Intelligence
Why is my loan declined?

Mnn....
Warning:
ethnicity,
belief

Why did the model predict this as a rifle?
Why did it not predict this as other things?

Can I sign my name off this autonomous vehicle
and aircraft for operation Z?

EU regulations on algorithmic decision-making and a "right
to explanation" (Goodman & Flaxman, 2016).

Bayesian Teaching
Popular approaches (XAI with more AI):
Use interpretable models to explain opaque
models: visualization, shallow model, logic
model, tree model, causal model, etc.
Explain with interpretable modality: attention
map, text generation.
The Bayesian teaching approach:
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The Explanation-by-Examples Engine
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Selected
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Explanation as the inverse of model learning.

Target model

A model-agnostic system that samples data
subsets to explain model inferences to a
domain (but not necessary technical) expert.
Use data, the natural common language between users and models, to explain the model’s inferences.

Teaching
examples

Supervised learning
x examples and labels
Θ parameters, boundaries

Bayesian
teaching

Train model
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Learning model
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Teach model
with examples

~
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Model structure

Learner

Unsupervised learning
x examples
Θ latent structures
Reinforcement learning
x actions, observations, rewards
Θ learned policy & world model

User selects substructure of interest

Deep learning
x training examples
Θ network weights

Empirical Support
Infant-directed speech (IDS)
4

Experiments
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Different types of visual experience were collected by wearing a head mounted camera (NET CMOS iCube USB 3.0;
54.9o X 37.0o FOV) which sent an outgoing video feed to a
laptop. Videos were recorded as observers walked around different types of environments for variable amounts of time (a
nature preserve, inside a house, down-town in a city, around
a University, etc). Subsequently, every 500th frame of the
videos was taken as a representative sample of a given video
and sample images were sorted into purely natural, outdoor
scenes (no man-made structure) or scenes from indoor experience.
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The target visual topic model for LDA taken from the LDA
sampler state,Φ, at the 1000th iteration of Gibbs sampling. Figure 2: Examples of different exemplar pairs used in the
The number of topics was set to 2 to match the number of categorization experiment for subject reference. The top row
categories in the IGMM target model. The parameters,
α and
shows images used for outdoor scenes and the bottom row
β, were set to maximize the probability of the images under shows images used for indoor scenes. The left column shows
two topics.
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